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ABSTRACT
The Derived Category and the Singularity Category
Mehmet Umut Isik
Prof. Tony Pantev, Advisor
We prove an equivalence between the derived category of a variety and the equivari-
ant/graded singularity category of a corresponding singular variety. The equivalence
also holds at the dg level.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Let Y be a smooth variety over a field k. An object of consideration is the bounded
derived category Db(Y ) of coherent sheaves on Y . For a singular variety Z, one can
also consider the quotient of Db(Z) by the full subcategory of perfect complexes.
This quotient, denoted Dsg(Z) is called the singularity category. When Z is smooth
with enough locally free sheaves, all bounded complexes of coherent sheaves are
quasi-isomorphic to perfect complexes, so Dsg(Z) is trivial in this case. In the
presence of a k×-action or induced grading on the structure sheaf, one also considers
a k×-equivariant or graded version of the singularity category, namely the categories
Dk
×
sg (Z) or D
gr
sg(Z).
The main result of this thesis is an equivalence between the derived category of
any variety which is the zero scheme of a section of a vector bundle on a smooth vari-
ety, and the k×-equivariant/graded singularity category of a corresponding singular
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variety Z which we now describe.
The singular variety Z depends on the expression of Y as the zero scheme of
a regular section s ∈ H0(X, E) of a vector bundle E with sheaf of sections E on a
smooth variety X. Let π : E → X be the projection map. Let W : E∨ → k be
the function on the total space of the dual vector bundle E∨ induced by the s, i.e.
the pairing of the pullback of s to E∨ with the tautological section of the pullback
π∗E∨. Let Z = W−1(0) ⊂ E∨ be the zero locus of this function. Z has a dilation
action of k× coming from the one on E∨. We prove that there is an equivalence of
triangulated categories:
Db(Y ) ∼= Dk×sg (Z).
By the results of V. Lunts and D. Orlov on uniquess of enhancements of tri-
angulated categories to diﬀerential graded (dg) categories [LO10], this equivalence
induces a quasi-equivalence between dg enhancements of the triangulated categories
above. In particular, there is a quasi-equivalence
Db(Y ) = Dk×sg (Z)
between the dg category of complexes of coherent sheaves over Y and the k×-
equivariant dg singularity category of Z.
In topological string theory, the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves
Db(Y ) apprears as the category of B-branes in a nonlinear sigma model with target
Y. The C×-equivariant singularity category appears (via the equivalence to the
category of matrix factorizations, which is proven in the aﬃne case in [Orl04]) as
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the category of B-branes in a Landau-Ginzburg theory. In this language, our main
result can be expressed as a correspondence between D-branes of type B in a non-
linear sigma model with target Y and D-branes of type B in a Landau-Ginzburg
model (E∨,W ). It had been conjectured that this correspondence existed as these
two theories are related by renormalization group flow. A similar result should also
hold for the categories of A-branes, namely the derived Fukaya category of Y and
the Fukaya-Seidel category of (E∨,W ).
Another motivation for this work is the philosophy of derived noncommutative
geometry. The idea of this approach to geometry is to replace all geometric con-
structions on a space X by constructions on the dg category of sheaves of modules
on X in order to allow one to do geometry with dg-categories that do not come
from a space. (see, for example, [KKP08]) The equivalence above is therefore an
equivalence between these two objects considered as two non-commutative spaces
in this sense.
We would like to mention some relations with other works. The construction of
the singular variety Z is similar to the construction in [Orl06] where it is proven
(Theorem 2.1 loc. cit.) that Dsg(P(Z)) ∼= Dsg(Y ). It is not immediately clear,
however, whether the equivalence we construct gives the same functor as loc. cit.
after taking the appropriate Verdier quotients.
In the work of V. Baranovsky and J. Pecharich [BP10], our equivalence is used
in an application of a theorem on how Fourier-Mukai equivalences of DM stacks
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over A1 give equivalences of the singularity categories of the singular fibres; the
application provides a generalization of a theorem of Orlov [Orl05] on the derived
categories of Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in weighted projective spaces to products of
Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in simplicial toric varieties with nef anticanonical class.
Our argument was previously sketched in loc. cit.. It appeared at the time, that
taking the split completion of the singularity category was necessary to prove the
equivalence but this turned out not to be the case.
In a recent paper independent of this work, I. Shipman [Shi10] proves using
diﬀerent methods, what corresponds to our equivalence in the setting of global
matrix factorizations, and gives a new proof of a theorem of Orlov on Calabi-Yau
hypersurfaces in projective space. [Orl05]
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Summary
We now give a quick description the proof of the main result described above and
give a summary of contents. The main part of the proof is given in section 3. The
proof involves sheaves of graded dg algebras and modules over them, for which we
give definitions and set up notation in section 1. The grading on the algebras and
modules is to keep track of the k×-action. We have Db(Z) ∼= Db(π∗OZ), where
π : Z → X is the projection. We first replace the pushforward of OZ to X by a
resolution
B = SymE ⊕ εSymE
which is a sheaf of graded dg algebras on X with diﬀerential d ε = s. Since π∗(OZ)
and B are quasi-isomorphic, we have Db(Z) ∼= Db(B)
We apply a Koszul duality statement to B, called linear Koszul duality, de-
veloped by Mirkovic and Riche [MR10]. Linear Koszul duality is an equivalence
between the symmetric algebra of a dg vector bundle and the symmetric algebra of
the shifted dual dg vector bundle. We explain this setup in section 2. Applying this
gives an equivalence between the derived categories of coherent graded dg modules
over B and over its quadratic dual sheaf of dg algebras
A = ￿•E ⊗OX [t]
with Koszul type diﬀerential. We then show that the duality takes perfect objects
to objects which are supported on X, hence inducing an equivalence between the
quotients by these subcategories.
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Finally, again in section 3, we show taking the quotient of the derived category
of coherent modules over A by the full subcategory of modules supported on X
has the eﬀect of formally inverting the t in A, which is similar to restricting to the
complement of the zero-section. The sheaf of graded dg algebras A[t−1] obtained
this way is a copy of a shift of the Koszul resolution of Y in X in each degree, and
its derived category of coherent dg modules is equivalent to the bounded derived
category of coherent sheaves on Y .
6
Chapter 2
Sheaves of DG-Algebras and
Modules
We work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. We will work
with sheaves of dg algebras and dg modules. A pair (X,A) where X is an ordinary
scheme and A is a sheaf of dg algebras with OX-linear diﬀerential, with non-positive
grading, with A0 = OX , and whose cohomological graded pieces are quasi-coherent
over OX is known as a dg scheme [CFK01]. We will work with such pairs (X,A)
with slightly diﬀerent assumptions on the grading.
There is an additional internal grading that we will consider on our dg algebras
and modules. Geometrically, this grading corresponds to a k×-action. All the
sheaves of dg algebras and dg modules we consider will have the internal grading
and we will not always reflect the existence of this internal grading in our notation.
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We refer to [Ric10], [MR10] for a more complete treatment of sheaves of dg
algebras and modules. Here we only give some definitions in order to make the
article as self-contained as possible.
A sheaf of graded dg modulesM over the pair (X,A) is an OX-module together
with the data givingM(U), for each open set U ⊂ X, the structure of a graded dg
A(U)-module, namely an action:
A(U)⊗OX(U) M(U)→M(U)
which is a map of complexes of graded sheaves, commuting with the restriction
maps. We will refer to these modules as A-modules without referring to the grading
every time.
A morphism between dg A-modules M and N is a collection {φU} of maps
φU :M(U)→ N (U)
of internal and cohomological degree 0, commuting with the restriction maps and
the action of A(U).
For a sheaf of graded dg algebras or dg modules F , we will write F =￿i,j F ij ,
where F ij is the piece with cohomological grading i and internal grading j. The
operator [m] will denote a shift in the cohomological grading, and the operator (n)
will denote a shift in internal grading:
F [m](n)ij = F i+mj+n ,
with dF [m](n) = (−1)m dF .
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We require that our sheaves of graded dg algebras A satisfy that A00 = OX ,
that each piece Aij is quasi-coherent, and the piece A0 =
￿
j Aj0 is cohomologically
non-positively graded.
Definition 2.1. An A-module M is said to be quasi-coherent if each Mi is quasi-
coherent overOX . M is said to be coherent if it is quasi-coherent and its cohomology
sheaf H(M) is coherent over H(A) as a sheaf of graded algebras.
Quasi-coherent A-modules and morphisms between them form a k-linear cate-
gory which we will denote by Cgr(X,A) or by Cgr(A). In this category, coherent
A-modules form the full subcategory denoted by Ccohgr (A).
A-modulesM andN are said to be quasi-isomorphic if there is a φ ∈ HomCgr(A)(M,N )
that induces isomorphisms H(φ) : H•(M)→ H•(N ). The derived category Dgr(X,A)
(or briefly Dgr(A)) is defined to be the localization of the homotopy category of
Cgr(A) by quasi-isomorphisms. Dgr(A) has the structure of a triangulated cate-
gory. Dbgr(A) is then the full subcategory in Dgr(A) of coherent A-modules.
Alternatively, we can consider the dg category Cgr(X,A) = Cgr(A) of A-modules
by allowing morphisms of internal degree 0 which do not necessarily have cohomo-
logical degree 0. In this case, each HomCgr(A)(M,N ) is a complex with diﬀerential
given on a morphism of cohomological degree d by
d(f) = dN ◦f − (−1)df ◦ dM .
The category H0(Cgr(A)) which is the category obtained by taking H0 of all the Hom
complexes is the homotopy category of Cgr(A). We can localize the dg category
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Cgr(A) by all quasi-isomorphisms to obtain the dg derived category Dgr(A). In this
case, we have
H0(Dgr(A)) ∼= Dgr(A),
and it is said that Dgr(A) is a dg enhancement of Dgr(A).
We can also consider the full subcategory Dbgr(A) of coherent modules in Dgr(A).
We then have
H0(Dbgr(A)) ∼= Dbgr(A).
For a set of objects {Si}i∈Z in a triangulated category T , we denote by ￿S￿i∈Z
the smallest full triangulated subcategory of T containing all the objects Si that
is closed under direct summands. In particular, this subcategory is closed under
finite direct sums and all cones; but not necessarily under infinite direct sums even
if they exist in T . ￿S￿i∈Z is said to be the subcategory classically generated by the
objects Si. See [BvdB03] for more details about this concept.
When we say that a sheaf M of A-modules has a property locally in Cgr(X,A)
(respectively Dgr(X,A)), we mean that at every point x ∈ X, there is an open
immersion i : U ￿→ X such that the property in question holds for i∗M as an
object of Cgr(U,A|U) (respectively Dgr(U,A|U)).
Definition 2.2. An object M in Dgr(X,A) is said to be strictly perfect if it is
an object in the full subcategory ￿A(i)￿i∈Z. M is said to be perfect if it is locally
strictly perfect.
We will denote the full subcategory of perfect A-modules in Dbgr(A) by PerfA.
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Definition 2.3. The singularity category of (X,A) is defined to be the Verdier
quotient:
Dgrsg(A) = Dbgr(A)/PerfA.
At the dg level, we can take the dg quotient [Dri04], [Kel99], [Toe¨07] of the dg
derived category Dbgr(A) by the full dg subcategory of perfect A-modules.
Definition 2.4. The dg singularity category of (X,A) is defined to be the dg
quotient
Dsggr(A) = Dbgr(A)/PerfA.
We then have
H0(Dsggr(A)) ∼= Dgrsg(A).
Let A be a sheaf of graded algebras considered as a sheaf of graded dg algebras
with trivial diﬀerential, with k× action on Z = SpecA induced by this grading.
Let Dbk×(Z) be the bounded derived category of k
×-equivariant coherent sheaves
on Z and Dk
×
sg (Z) be the Verdier quotient of this category by the full subcategory
of k×-equivariant vector bundles on Z. This latter subcategory corresponds to the
full triangulated subcategory of locally finitely generated locally projective modules
over A. Which is the same as ￿A(i)￿i∈Z since every locally finitely generated locally
projective A-module is locally the direct summand of a free module. Thus we have
Dbgr(A) = Dbk×(Z), Dgrsg(A) = Dk
×
sg (Z).
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Also at the dg level, if we define Dbk×(Z) and Dk
×
sg (Z) in the same manner, we have
Dbgr(A) = Dbk×(Z), Dsggr(A) = Dk
×
sg (Z).
Therefore, our definitions agree with the usual definitions in the case of graded
algebras.
We now give our definition of the subcategory of modules supported on X.
Definition 2.5. An A-module M in Dgr(A) is said to be supported on X if it is
locally in ￿OX(i)￿i∈Z. The full subcategory of Dbgr(A) consisting of coherent modules
supported on X is denoted by DbX(A).
In the case discussed above when A is a sheaf of graded algebras with trivial
diﬀerential, DbX(A) is the subcategory of graded modules which have support on
the subscheme X in Z = Spec(A); that is, those objects which are acyclic when
pulled back to the open subset Z\X.
If we have a morphism ϕ : A → B of non-positively (cohomologically) graded
sheaves of graded dg algebras then it induces derived functors
Lϕ∗ : Dgr(A)→ Dgr(B)
given by the derived tensor product
M ￿→M L⊗AB
and
Rφ∗ : Dgr(B)→ Dgr(A)
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given by the restriction of scalars functor. In order to define the derived tensor
product above, one needs to use the existence of K-flat resolutions. A K-flat res-
olution of a module M is a module M￿ with a quasi-isomorphism M￿ →M such
that M￿ takes acyclic complexes to acyclic complexes under tensor product. The
existence of K-flat resolutions in our case is treated in [Ric10] section 1.7. The fol-
lowing proposition shows that the derived category of a sheaf of graded dg algebras
only depends on the quasi-isomorphism type.
Proposition 2.6. If ϕ : A → B is a quasi-isomorphism of sheaves of graded dg
algebras which are cohomologically non-positively graded, then the functors Rϕ∗ and
Lϕ∗ are inverse equivalences giving
Dgr(A) ∼= Dgr(B).
Moreover, these functors restrict to an equivalence
Dbgr(A) ∼= Dbgr(B).
Proof. The first part of the proposition is treated in [Ric10]. For the second part,
we need to see that the derived pullback and pushforward functors map coherent
modules to coherent modules. The statement is clear for Rϕ∗. For Lϕ∗, let M
be a coherent module over A, which means that H(M) is coherent over H(A). By
taking a K-flat resolution if necessary, we can assume M to be K-flat. Since M is
coherent, we have a two-term resolution
k1￿
ρ=1
H(A)[iρ](jρ) −→
k2￿
ρ=1
H(A)[i￿ρ](j￿ρ) −→ H(M) −→ 0.
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By picking representatives, we can consider the chain of maps
k1￿
ρ=1
A[iρ](jρ) −→
k2￿
ρ=1
A[i￿ρ](j￿ρ) −→M.
which induces the above two-term resolution at the level of cohomology. We can
take the derived tensor product of these terms with B. We get a commuting diagram￿k1
ρ=1A[iρ](jρ) −−−→
￿k2
ρ=1A[i￿ρ](j￿ρ) −−−→ M
q.i.
￿ q.i.￿ q.i.￿￿k1
ρ=1(A⊗A B)[iρ](jρ) −−−→
￿k2
ρ=1(A⊗A B)[i￿ρ](j￿ρ) −−−→ M⊗A B.
SinceM isK-flat, the derived tensor product is the usual tensor product and we can
see by taking cones in Dgr(A) that the vertical morphisms are quasi-isomorphisms.
So H(M⊗A B) is coherent over H(B). Thus, by our definition, Rϕ∗M is coherent
over B.
We will also be able to apply this proposition to some sheaves of dg algebras
which do not satisfy the grading assumption by the use of a regrading trick which
we discuss in section 4 below.
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Chapter 3
Koszul Duality
In this section, we explain the version of Koszul duality by I. Mirkovic and S. Riche
[MR10] for the case of symmetric algebras of dg vector bundles, and describe the
constructions and results. It is called linear Koszul duality.
Koszul duality [Pri70], [BGS88] is a homological duality phenomenon which
generalizes a derived equivalence between an algebra and a corresponding Koszul
dual algebra. The main example for us is the equivalence of derived categories
between the symmetric and exterior algebras of a vector space, which was used in
[BGG78] to calculate the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on projective
space. Koszul duality can, in many cases, be shown to express a form of Morita or
tilting equivalence between triangulated categories (see for example [BEH87]) even
though this is often not expressed explicitly.
Linear Koszul duality [MR10] has the following aspects. First, the duality is
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obtained in a relative setting with sheaves of algebras, rather than an algebra over
a point. In other words, it is a fiber-wise application of Koszul duality. Second,
the duality is obtained for dg algebras and modules. Third, the duality provides a
contravariant equivalence rather than the usual covariant one.
Let X be a scheme. Consider a complex X of vector bundles:
. . .→ 0→ V f−→W → 0→ . . . ,
where sections of V have cohomological degree −1 and internal degree 1 and sections
of W have cohomological degree 0 and internal degree 1 . For a complex of graded
vector bundles (a dg vector bundle) G over OX , we define the graded symmetric
algebra SymG of G to be the sheaf tensor algebra of G modulo the graded commu-
tation relations a ⊗ b = (−1)(degh a)(degh b)b ⊗ a, where degh denotes cohomological
degree.
Let B = SymX and let A = SymY where Y is the dg vector bundle given by
. . .→ 0→W∨ −f∨−−→ V∨ → 0→ . . . ,
where sections of V∨ are in cohomological degree 1 and internal degree −1 and
sections of W∨ are in cohomological degree 2 and in internal degree −1 .
The functors that induce the Koszul duality between B and A are given by
F : Cgr(B)op −→ Cgr(A) G : Cgr(A)op −→ Cgr(B)
M ￿−→ A⊗OX M∨ N ￿−→ B ⊗OX N ∨,
where the diﬀerential of F (M) is the sum of two diﬀerentials dF (M) = d1+d2. The
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first diﬀerential d1 is the product of diﬀerentials of M and A, given by
d1(a⊗m) = dA a⊗m+ (−1)deghma⊗ dM∨ m.
The Koszul type diﬀerential d2 is the sum of Koszul type diﬀerentials for V andW .
The diﬀerential for V is given by the composition:
A⊗OX M∨ → A⊗OX M∨ → A⊗OX V ⊗OX V∨ ⊗OX M∨ → A⊗OX M∨,
where the first map is a sign adjustment (a ⊗m ￿→ (−1)deghma ⊗m), the second
map is the map induced by id : OX → V⊗V∨ given by the section id of V⊗V∨ and
the third map is given by the action of V on A and of V∨ onM∨. This corresponds,
on a fiber by fiber basis, to multiplication by id∈ V ⊗V ∗ for each fiber V of V . The
diﬀerential for W is defined by replacing V by W in this composition. The sum
of these two diﬀerentials gives d2. The diﬀerential for G(N ) is given in the same
manner.
When restricted to subcategories with the appropriate finiteness conditions,
these functors take acyclic complexes to acyclic complexes, hence induce functors
between the derived categories. However, these finiteness conditions are diﬀerent
from our coherence condition because the coherent sheaves do not map to each other
under the functors. Instead, Dbgr(B) and Dbgr(A) are equivalent to the subcategories
of objects satisfying these finiteness conditions. See [MR10], 3.6.
Theorem 3.1. ([MR10], Theorems 3.7.1 and 3.6.1) The functors F and G induce
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an exact equivalence
Dbgr(B)op ∼= Dbgr(A)
between the derived categories of coherent dg modules.
Remark 3.2. It would be more appropriate for our purposes to use a covariant
version of this duality. However, at this stage, it was easier to rely on Mirkovic
and Riche’s contravariant version. If B is Gorenstein in the appropriate sense, then
composing with the functor RHomB(•,B) should give a covariant version of this
duality. After we use the above theorem in the next section, we use the fact that
Y is Gorenstein to turn the equivalence into a covariant one.
18
Chapter 4
The Equivalence of the Singularity
Category and the Derived
Category
We now continue with the notation of the introduction. X is a smooth variety,
Y ⊂ X is given as the zero scheme of a regular section s ∈ H0(X, E) where E is
the sheaf of local sections of the vector bundle π : E → X. W is the pairing of
the pullback of s to E and the canonical section of the pullback of E∨. Let Z =
W−1(0).
The k× action on Z induces a grading on sections of π∗OZ making it a sheaf of
graded algebras. We have Dk
×
sg (Z) ∼= Dgrsg(π∗OZ).
If the sections of E are considered in internal degree 1 and homological degree
19
0, then SymE gives the sheaf of algebras of functions on E∨. The exact sequence
0→ εSymE s−→ SymE → π∗OZ → 0
gives us a resolution of π∗OZ . Here, ε is a formal variable in homological degree −1
and internal degree 1. Let B be the sheaf of dg algebras
B = Sym(. . .→ 0→ εOX s−→ E → 0→ . . . ),
where εOX is in homological degree −1 and internal degree 1 and E is in homological
degree 0 and internal degree 1. We have that ε commutes with the other variables
and ε2 = 0 because of the graded commutation relation, so B, which can also be
written as
B = SymE ⊕ εSymE dB ε = s
is the resolution of π∗OZ above. So the map ϕ : B → π∗OZ which sends SymE
to π∗OZ and ε to 0, is a quasi-isomorphism of sheaves of graded dg algebras. By
Proposition 2.6, we have an equivalence
Dbgr(B) = Dbgr(π∗OZ).
It is clear that, under this equivalence, B is taken to π∗OZ and vice versa since π∗OZ
is quasi-isomorphic to B as B-modules, so we also have the induced equivalence of
the quotients
Dgrsg(B) ∼= Dk
×
sg (Z).
We now apply Koszul duality to B. Let A be given by
A = Sym(. . .→ 0→ E∨ −s∨−−→ tOX → 0→ . . . ),
20
where E∨ are in homological degree 1 and internal degree −1 and t is in homological
degree 2 and internal degree −1. So A is given by
A =
￿
E∨ ⊗OX OX [t] dA f = tf(s)
and dA is t-linear.
By Theorem 3.1, we have an equivalence between the derived categories of
graded, coherent modules
Dbgr(B) ∼= Dbgr(A)op.
Proposition 4.1. The Koszul duality functor F takes perfect modules to modules
supported on X. The functor G takes modules supported on X to perfect modules.
F and G therefore induce an equivalence:
Dgrsg(B) ∼= Dbgr(A)/DbX(A).
Proof. If U ⊂ X is an open subset, then it is clear from the definition of F that it
is defined locally, i.e. that the following diagram strictly commutes at the level of
objects
Dbgr(X,B) F−−−→ Dbgr(X,A)
i∗
￿ i∗￿
Dbgr(U,B|U) F−−−→ Dbgr(U,A|U).
It therefore suﬃces to show that F|U takes perfect modules to modules supported
on X for aﬃne open sets U . We have that F (B(i)) = OX(i) because F (B) is the
Koszul resolution of OX ([MR10] section 2.5) so F takes perfect modules to those
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which are locally in the subcategory classically generated by OX(i) for i ∈ Z.
Therefore F takes perfect modules to modules supported on X. Similarly, G is
defined locally and takes OX(i) to B(i) and therefore takes modules which are
supported on X to perfect modules.
We now consider the quotient on the right side of the equality of Proposition
4.1:
Dgrsg(B) ∼= Dbgr(A)/DbX(A).
We will prove that Dbgr(A)/DbX(A) is equivalent to the bounded derived category
Db(Y ) of coherent sheaves on Y .
First, we show that taking the quotient by the modules supported on X has the
eﬀect of restricting the space to the complement of their support, similar to Serre’s
original result on the category of coherent sheaves on projective space. Define:
A[t−1] =
￿
E∨ ⊗OX OX [t, t−1], dA f = tf(s).
Proposition 4.2. There is an equivalence of triangulated categories
Dbgr(A)/DbX(A) ∼= Dbgr(A[t−1]).
Before we proceed with the proof of this proposition, we need to understand that
modules supported on X, i.e. those that are locally in ￿OX(i)￿i∈Z, are the mod-
ules which have cohomology coherent as OX-modules. We start with the following
lemma.
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Lemma 4.3. Let X be a regular scheme and let R be a sheaf of dg algebras such
that Ri = 0 for all i > 0, Rj = 0 for all j > 0, R00 = OX and H0(R)0 = OX . If M
is a coherent module over R and H(M) is coherent when considered as a module
over OX , then as an object in Dbgr(X,R), M is supported on X, i.e. it is locally in
￿OX(i)￿i∈Z.
Proof. Since the question is local, we can consider X to be aﬃne. If H(M) is
coherent when considered as an OX-module, then the cohomology ofM is bounded
above and below. Furthermore, each Hi(M) is nonzero in only finitely many internal
degrees. The proof is by induction on the number of pairs (i, j) such that Hi(M)j ￿=
0.
If M is acyclic, then it is in ￿OX(i)￿i∈Z. Now assume that the statement of the
proposition is true for all M with at most N pairs (i, j) such that Hi(M)j ￿= 0.
Write M as the complex:
. . . −→Mn−1 −→Mn −→Mn+1 −→Mn+2 −→ . . . .
Let n be the lowest degree such that Hn(M) ￿= 0. Then M is quasi-isomorphic
to the complex τ≥nM of OX-modules
. . . −→ 0 −→ Coker dn−1M −→Mn+1 −→Mn+2 −→ . . . .
By our assumption on R, this complex is also an R-module.
Denote by F the kernel of the morphism
dn : Coker dn−1M −→Mn+1.
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F is a submodule of τ≥nM as an R-module because it is closed under the action of
R because of our assumption on R. We have F ∼= Hn(M) so F is coherent as an
OX-module.
Now let m ∈ Z be the lowest internal degree for which Fm ∼= Hn(M)m ￿= 0.
Since F is coherent, Fm is also coherent as an OX-module. Observe that Rij acts
as zero on Fm for all (i, j) ￿= (0, 0) so Fm, which is concentrated in degrees (n,m)
is also an R-module.
Since X is regular and aﬃne, we have that there is a finite free resolution of Fm.
So Fm is quasi-isomorphic to a complex of OX-modules
0 −→ O⊕rkX (m) −→ . . . −→ O⊕r2X (m) −→ O⊕r1X (m) −→ 0.
But since Rij acts as 0 on Fm for all (i, j) ￿= (0, 0) and R00 = OX , Fm is also quasi-
isomorphic to this complex considered as an R-module with R acting trivially
except for the (0, 0) piece. Therefore Fm represents an object in ￿OX(i)￿i∈Z. The
cone of the inclusion morphism Fm → τ≥nM has the same cohomology asM except
that the piece in degrees (n,m) is zero, so by the induction assumption, this cone
is also in ￿OX(i)￿i∈Z. Thus τ≥nM and consequently M are in ￿OX(i)￿i∈Z.
We are going to prove that the same result is true for A = ￿•E ⊗OX [t]. To do
this, we will regrade A. Let R be the symmetric algebra:
R = Sym(. . .→ 0→ E∨ −s∨−−→ tOX → 0→ . . . ),
where E∨ are in cohomological degree −1 and internal degree −1 and t is in coho-
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mological degree 0 and internal degree −1 . So R is the symmetric algebra of the
same complex of vector bundles as the one for A, except that the complex is shifted
twice to the left. We define a functor
µ : Dgr(A)→ Dgr(R),
by µ(M)ij = Mi−2jj . It is clear that this functor, and its obvious inverse respect
cones and shifts. So µ an equivalence of triangulated categories. It is also clear
that the functors restrict to the subcategories Dbgr(A) and Dbgr(R). The functor µ
does not respect internal degree shifts, but µ(OX(k)) = OX [−2k](k) so we still have
that µ takes the subcategory ￿OX(i)￿i∈Z in Dbgr(A) to the subcategory ￿OX(i)￿i∈Z
in Dbgr(R). The inverse functor also does the same in the other direction. Thus, we
can apply Lemma 4.3 to conclude the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. If a module M in Dbgr(A) is has its cohomology H(A) coherent when
considered as an OX-module, then it is supported on X. Thus, the full subcategory
in Dbgr(A) consisting of objects which have cohomology coherent over OX is equal
to the subcategory DbX(A) of modules supported on X.
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In what follows, it will be useful to consider the following diagram, which de-
scribes A in low degrees
t
￿2E∨ t2OX h = 4￿ ￿￿3E∨ tE∨ h = 3￿￿2E∨ tOX h = 2￿
E∨ h = 1
OX h = 0
i = −3 i = −2 i = −1 i = 0
(∗)
We are now ready to proceed with the proof of the equivalence
Dbgr(A)/DbX(A) ∼= Dbgr(A[t−1]).
Proof of proposition 4.2. Consider the inclusion morphism φ : A→ A[t−1] and the
induced functor:
ϕ∗ : Dgr(A) −→ Dgr(A[t−1])
M ￿−→ A[t−1]⊗AM.
We first need to see that this functor is well-defined. We do not need to use the
derived tensor product because we can identify
ϕ∗(M) = A[t−1]⊗AM ∼= OX [t, t−1]⊗OX [t] M, (4.1)
where the diﬀerential is d(tk ⊗ m) = tk ⊗ dM(m), linear in the first factor. Note
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that a section ￿
i
ti ⊗mi
of OX [t, t−1]⊗OX [t] M can always be written in the form tk ⊗m by pulling out t’s
to equalize the powers of t on the left to the lowest power of t appearing in the
sum. To, show that ϕ∗, is well-defined, we are going to show that it takes acyclic
modules to acyclic modules. For this, we want to see that
H(ϕ∗M) = H(OX [t, t−1]⊗OX [t] M) ∼= OX [t, t−1]⊗OX [t] H(M). (4.2)
We are going to show this directly. Consider the morphism of OX-modules
α : H(OX [t, t−1]⊗OX [t] M)→ OX [t, t−1]⊗OX [t] H(M)
that sends a section represented by tk ⊗m in the kernel of the diﬀerential dϕ∗M to
tk ⊗m where m is considered as a section of the cohomology H(M). We need first
to see that α takes a section represented by tk ⊗m in the kernel of the diﬀerential
to a section of the form tk
￿ ⊗m￿ where m￿ is in the kernel of dM. Indeed, if tk ⊗m
is such a section, then d(tk ⊗m) = tk ⊗ dM(m) = 0, which means that there is a
p > 0 such that tp dM(m) = 0 in M. But tk ⊗m = tk−p ⊗ tpm with dM(tpm) = 0.
The map α is well-defined since d(tk ⊗m) = tk ⊗ d(m) so an element in the image
of the diﬀerential is taken to zero. It is clear that α has a well-defined inverse β
which takes a section represented by tk ⊗m with m ∈ Ker dM to tk ⊗m considered
as a section of the kernel of the diﬀerential of H(OX [t, t−1]⊗OX [t] M).
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So if M has H(M) = 0, then H(ϕ∗M) = 0. Therefore the functor ϕ∗ is well-
defined.
Consider the functor in the opposite direction:
ϕ∗ : Dgr(A[t−1]) −→ Dgr(A)
N ￿−→ N≤0,
where N≤0 denotes the part of N with non-positive internal grading. This functor
is well-defined as well since it takes acyclic modules to acyclic modules.
We claim that these functors induce the equivalence of the proposition. First, ϕ∗
descends to a functor ϕ¯∗ from the quotient Dgr(A)/DbX(A) since if we take an object
locally in ￿OX(i)￿i∈Z, its cohomology is t-torsion so and by using (4.2), we can see
that its image is 0 under ϕ¯∗. Second, these functors take elements of Dbgr(A) into
elements of Dbgr(A[t−1]) and vice versa. Third, the composition of these functors is
isomorphic to the identity functor; which is what we show next.
Consider the natural transformation
Id −→ ϕ∗ ◦ ϕ¯∗
which is given by the the morphisms
M −→ (A[t, t−1]⊗AM)≤0 ∼= (OX [t, t−1]⊗OX [t] M)≤0
given for each M ∈ Dbgr(A) by taking sections m to 1⊗m if their internal degrees
are non-positive and to 0 if their internal degrees are positive. Let J be the cone
of this morphism. We have the long exact sequence of sheaves of OX-modules in
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cohomology:
. . . −→ Hi(M) −→ Hi(ϕ∗◦ϕ¯∗M) −→ Hi(J ) −→ Hi+1(M) −→ Hi+1(ϕ∗◦ϕ¯∗M) −→ . . . .
So we have the short exact sequence
0 −→ Coker(αi) −→ Hi(J ) −→ Ker(αi+1) −→ 0,
where
αi : H
i(M)→ Hi((OX [t, t−1]⊗OX [t] M)≤0)
is the induced map on cohomology. By using (4.2), the coherence of H(M) over
H(A) and the fact that below degree−r, all sections of H(A) in internal degree−j ≤
−r are of the form tja for sections a of internal degree 0, one can show that Ker(αi+1)
and Coker(αi) are coherent over OX . So by the short exact sequence above, H(J )
is coherent over OX . Therefore by Lemma 4.4, the cone J a module supported on
X. Therefore this natural transformation is an isomorphism of functors.
On the other hand, consider the natural transformation
ϕ¯∗ ◦ ϕ∗ −→ Id
given by the morphisms
A[t−1]⊗A (N )≤0 −→ N
given for each N ∈ Dbgr(A[t−1]), by taking sections a ⊗ n to an. For each N ,
this morphism is clearly surjective. It is also injective since if we consider a section
tk⊗n (by the isomorphism (4.1)) whose image is 0, then tkn = 0, so n = t−ktkn = 0.
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Hence this natural transformation is also an isomorphism; which completes the proof
of the equivalence.
Before, we move to the last steps in the proof of our equivalence, recall that
when Y is expressed as the zero locus of the regular section s ∈ H0(X, E), the
Koszul resolution of OY is given by
0→ ￿rE∨ → . . .→ ￿2E∨ → E∨ → OX → OY → 0,
where the diﬀerential is given by d(f) = f(s), and is extended by the Leibnitz rule.
If we denote this resolution by K, then we have K1 = 0, K0 = OX , K−1 = E∨,
K−2 = ￿2E∨ and so on. Here, all components are in internal degree 0.
We now consider the structure of A in more detail. Observe from the diagram
(∗) on page 26 or from direct computation that in each internal degree, there is a
bluntly truncated and shifted copy of the Koszul resolution of OY . On the other
hand, A[t−1] has, in each internal degree, a shifted copy of the full Koszul resolution
of OY , since we now have the rest of the Koszul grading accompanied by negative
powers of t. So the cohomology of A[t−1] is
H(A[t−1]) ∼= OY [t, t−1].
Since in each internal degree A[t−1] is acyclic except at tkOX , the morphism of
sheaves that takes tkOX to tkOY by restriction, and everything else to 0, is a
morphism of sheaves of dg algebras. So we have a quasi-isomorphism
ψ : A[t−1]→ H(A[t−1]) ∼= OY [t, t−1].
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By the same regrading trick we used above, we can apply Proposition 2.6. Thus we
have arrived at:
Proposition 4.5. There is a quasi-isomorphism between A[t−1] and its cohomology
algebra H(A[t−1]) ∼= OY [t, t−1]. This quasi-isomorphism induces an equivalence
Dbgr(A[t−1]) ∼= Dbgr(OY [t, t−1]).
Since the category of graded modules overOY [t, t−1] is equivalent to the category
of k×-equivariant modules over Y × (A1\{0}), we have
Dbgr(OY [t, t−1]) ∼= Db(OY ).
Combining our results above gives the following chain of equivalences:
Dk
×
sg (Z) ∼=
Dbgr(B)
PerfB
∼= D
b
gr(A)op
DbX(A)op
∼= Dbgr(A[t−1])op ∼= Dbgr(OY [t, t−1])op ∼= Db(Y )op ∼= Db(Y ),
where the last equivalence is given by the functor RHom(•,OY ), which is an equiv-
alence of the bounded derived category of Y and its opposite category because Y is
a local complete intersection in the regular variety X and is therefore Gorenstein.
This gives us our main theorem
Theorem 4.6. There is a an equivalence of triangulated categories:
Dk
×
sg (Z) = D
b(Y ).
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Remark 4.7. When s is not a regular section, we get the same chain of equivalences
except that the equivalence Dbgr(OY [t, t−1]) ∼= Db(Y ) does not hold since the Koszul
complex K above is not a resolution anymore. So in this case we get an equivalence
between Dk
×
sg (Z) and D
b(K).
The results of V. Lunts and D. Orlov in [LO10] give that two dg categories which
have their homotopy categories equivalent to the same bounded derived category of
coherent sheaves on a variety with enough locally free sheaves are quasi-equivalent
— by which we mean that they are equivalent in Ho(dg-Cat), the localization of
the category of dg categories by quasi-equivalences. Theorem 4.6 thus gives
Corollary 4.8. The dg categories Db(Y ) and Dk×sg (Z) are quasi-equivalent.
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